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Support vector machineh i g h l i g h t s
 Neonatal EEG and its sleep state characteristics change across development.
 The combination of EEG features allows sleep state classification across preterm development.
 The classifier allows the generation of a sleep state probability index for long term monitoring.
a b s t r a c t
Objective: To develop a method for automated neonatal sleep state classification based on EEG that can
be applied over a wide range of age.
Methods: Wecollected 231EEG recordings from67 infants between24 and45 weeks of postmenstrual age.
Ten minute epochs of 8 channel polysomnography (N = 323) from active and quiet sleep were used as a
training dataset. We extracted a set of 57 EEG features from the time, frequency, and spatial domains. A
greedy algorithmwas used to define a reduced feature set to be used in a support vectormachine classifier.
Results: Performance tests showed that our algorithm was able to classify quiet and active sleep epochs
with 85% accuracy, 83% sensitivity, and 87% specificity. The performance was not substantially lowered
by reducing the epoch length or EEG channel number. The classifier output was used to construct a novel
trend, the sleep state probability index, that improves the visualisation of brain state fluctuations.
Conclusions: A robust EEG-based sleep state classifierwas developed. It performs consistentlywell across a
large span of postmenstrual ages.
Significance: This method enables the visualisation of sleep state in preterm infants which can assist clin-
ical management in the neonatal intensive care unit.
 2017 International Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology. Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights
reserved.1. Introduction 2016). Prior studies have shown that a considerable proportionDespite recent advances in perinatal care, the incidence of com-
promised outcome in preterm infants remains a significant chal-
lenge (Aarnoudse-Moens et al., 2009; Johnson and Marlow,of developmental adversity arises from a prolonged stay in the
neonatal intensive care unit (NICU). Progress in neurological care,
therefore, holds significant promise for improving neurodevelop-
mental outcomes. A key challenge in early neurological care is
the assessment or monitoring of brain function in infants who have
limited ability to express their neurological function. Long term
brain monitoring with scalp EEG has been widely adopted as a
means to guide neurological care in the NICU (Bonifacio et al.,
2011; Glass et al., 2011). A large array of studies using visual
(Périvier et al., 2016; Song et al., 2015; Wikström et al., 2012) or
computational analysis (Iyer et al., 2015b; Schumacher et al.,
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ity and clinical course or outcome.
Methodologically, it has become clear that many computational
methods could improve the assessment of EEG signals, and many
of them could also be applied in bedside monitors (Iyer et al.,
2015a, 2015b; O’Toole et al., 2016; Stevenson et al., 2012, 2013).
However, such analysis tools would benefit from the automated
segmentation of EEG into epochs based on vigilance states. This
is because computational features can be sensitive to the large dif-
ferences in EEG characteristics that is commonly seen between vig-
ilance states (Palmu et al., 2013; Paul et al., 2003; Piryatinska et al.,
2009; Räsänen et al., 2013). Sleep state classifiers have been devel-
oped for term infants (Paul et al., 2003; Piryatinska et al., 2009),
but there is no classifier available that would be able to automati-
cally identify sleep states across the whole neonatal age range from
early prematurity to term age.
Clinically, an ability to express alternating vigilance states, i.e.
sleep wake cycling, is considered a global surrogate marker for
neurological wellbeing (El-Dib et al., 2014; Kidokoro et al., 2012;
Klebermass et al., 2011; Natalucci et al., 2013; Osredkar et al.,
2005; Thoresen et al., 2010). Literature on the early ontogenesis
of sleep states is, nevertheless, controversial. Clinical neurophysi-
ologists have established visually clear EEG patterns in active and
quiet sleep state from 30 weeks postmenstrual age (André et al.,
2010). Yet, clearly fluctuating patterns in the amplitude integrated
EEG (aEEG) trend have been reported, and their time scales are
compatible with genuine vigilance state cycling (Klebermass
et al., 2011; Kuhle et al., 2001; Natalucci et al., 2013; Olischar
et al., 2007; Palmu et al., 2013; Scher et al., 2005a; Reynolds
et al., 2014; Stevenson et al., 2014; Karlsson et al., 2011;
Lehtonen and Martin, 2004). The fluctuation in brain states, as
observed in the EEG trends, has been taken as proxy of sleep wake
cycling (Kidokoro et al., 2012; Thoresen, 2010). The interpretation
of these trends, such as the aEEG, is highly subjective, requires spe-
cialised training, and it is sensitive to artefacts that readily corrupt
EEG monitoring in the NICU.
There appears to be two complementary needs in the neonatal
EEG interpretation. First, current analytical methods require the
ability to segment the EEG signal according to sleep states. Second,
bedside clinicians need an easier and more robust way to follow
vigilance state fluctuations over extended times during the course
of long term brain monitoring.
This study has set out to develop a sleep state classifier that pro-
vides a solution for both of these needs. We reasoned that a large
cohort of preterm EEG records covering a wide range of postmen-
strual ages would enable the development of a sufficient training
dataset for a machine learning approach. We hypothesized that
the number of computational features needed for the differentia-
tion of sleep states is limited, and relatively stable across individ-
uals and age ranges.
Finally, we wanted to test the possibility that this automated
classifier could be used to implement a sleep state probability
index for the visualisation of sleep state fluctuations over time.2. Methods
An overview of the methods is presented in Fig. 1.2.1. Data acquisition
All preterm infants (gestational age 23.1–28.0 weeks, median
25 weeks) born between January 2011 and July 2015 at the Medi-
cal University Vienna, Austria, were prospectively recruited into
the study. Exclusion criteria consisted of congenital/chromosomal
anomalies and severe perinatal asphyxia. All patients had regularcerebral ultrasounds once a week until 34 weeks of postmenstrual
age. The study was approved by the local ethics committee (Med-
ical University Vienna) and the study protocol was registered (EK
Nr 67/2008). Parental consent was required for inclusion.
A neonatal EEG polysomnography (hereafter referred to as PSG)
was performed every second week for at least 3 h. The recordings
were sampled at 256 Hz with Micromed EEG amplifier (System
Plus Evolution Amplifier SAM 25 FO Mod. FC_1, Micromed S.p.A.
Mogliano Veneto, Treviso, Italy) with eight EEG channels (FP1,
FP2, C3, C4, T3, T4, O1, O2, GRASS gold electrodes 10 mm), which
were placed according to the 10–20 international standard system
and reference electrode G2. Polygraphic channels included electro-
cardiogram (ECG; Skintact pre-wired ECG electrodes, Philips Neo-
LEad 3- Lead ECG Electrodes), respiratory rate sensor (Micromed
respiratory belt) and video monitoring.
2.2. Pre-processing and epoch selection
All EEG recordings were visually inspected as well as the aEEG
trend from the C3-C4 derivation to select epochs of quiet sleep
(QS) and active sleep (AS). The putative quiet sleep and active sleep
epochs were identified based on EEG characteristics (continuity,
lower and upper aEEG border, bandwidth span and cycling in the
aEEG) coupled to the polygraphic information (heart rate, respira-
tory rate and motility and eye movement). The most characteristic
10-min epochs for both AS and QS in the given infant were selected
from every EEG recording (Table 1).
The 10-min AS and QS epochs were then visually checked and
excluded if contaminated by persistent high amplitude artefact
(>200 mV) on at least one EEG channel, long periods of low voltage
(<20 mV), rhythmic artefacts, and movement artefacts. This
resulted in the inclusion of 323 epochs out of the original 460
epochs (181 from QS and 142 from AS; 67 patients) recorded at
postmenstrual age (PMA) 24.8–45.4 weeks (median 31.4 weeks).
In the present work, we rely on the evidence that at least two
brain activity states are genuinely present in the early preterm
infants (see also Introduction). We also make a pragmatic decision
to search for the most characteristic epochs for each state in each
infant.
2.3. Computation of EEG features
In search of a feature combination sufficient for classification of
sleep states, we extracted 55 features that can be categorised into
three types (Fig. 1A): (i) frequency-domain, (ii) time-domain, and
(iii) features that capture spatial connectivity. In addition, we also
included gestational and postmenstrual age. An overview of the
feature set is given in Table 2; further details can be found in
Appendix A.
The frequency content of the EEG has been shown to differenti-
ate sleep states in term neonates (Paul et al., 2003; Piryatinska
et al., 2009; Scher et al., 1996). We have, therefore, used frequency
band power as a feature.
Summary measures of the amplitude over time have also been
shown to differ between sleep states (Klebermass et al., 2011;
Wikström et al., 2012). Here, we have used the EEG trend called
range EEG (rEEG), the line length (LL) and multifractal detrended
fluctuation analysis (MFDFA; Ihlen, 2012; Kantelhardt et al.,
2002). MDFA was chosen, because it was recently shown to distin-
guish between levels of EEG continuity in pathological situations
(Matic et al., 2015).
In contrast to the above features, which were estimated on each
EEG channel and then averaged across channels, we also included
features that reflect spatial coordination, or synchrony, between
EEG channels. To this end, we computed the activation synchrony
index (ASI) (Räsänen et al., 2013) in monopolar and bipolar deriva-
Fig. 1. (A) Schematic overview of the steps in the presented method for sleep state classification. (B) Detailed steps of the algorithm: feature selection by training linear SVMs
and classification sleep epochs by optimized RBF SVMs.
Table 1
Characteristics of the data set. Data are presented as




PSGs per patient 3 (3–4)
Number of all PSG studies 231
Birth weight (g) 708 (606–915)
Gestational age (wks) 25 (24.5–27.2)
Postmenstrual age (wks) 31.4 (28.8–34.8)
IVH any 14
IVH severe (III-III+) 5
Notes: M – male, F – female, PSG – polysomnography,
IVH – intracranial haemorrhage.
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averaged over brain areas.
In addition to these features, we have used a burst or sponta-
neous activity transient (SAT) detector based on the nonlinear
energy operator (NLEO) to estimate the SAT percentage. This SAT
percentage signal has been shown to correlate with the sleep-Table 2
Overview of the 57 feature set, used as an input for feature selection by training SVMs.
Feature Feature description Single features for classification
1, 2 Age Gestational age, postmenstrual age
Frequency-domain
3? 7 Relative power delta1 (0.5-1 Hz), delta2 (1-4 Hz), th
8? 12 Absolute power delta1 (0.5-1 Hz), delta2 (1-4 Hz), th
Time-domain
13 EEG discontinuity mean of the Suppression Curve
14? 17 EEG discontinuity IBI perc95, IBI maximum, IBI media
18? 24 rEEG measures mean, median, UM (95th percentile
25 Histogram index combined LL histogram features
26? 35 LL histogram features centers histogram bin
(2.7, 2.6, 2.5, 2.4, 2.3, 2.2,
36? 43 LL histogram features Mean, median, STD, IQR, skewness,
44? 47 MFDFA (3–8 Hz) Mean_Dq, width_Dq, mean_hq, wid
Spatial connectivity
48? 53 ASI bipolar derivations Fp1C3/Fp2C4, Fp1T3/Fp2T4, Fp1O1/Fp2
54? 57 ASI monopolar derivations Median GS, median IHS, median Int
Notes: IBI – Inter-burst Interval, LL – Line Length, UM – Upper Margin, LM – Lower Margi
Index, GS – Global Synchrony, IHS – Interhemispheric Synchrony, IntraH_R – Intrahemiwake cycling pattern (Palmu et al., 2013; Stevenson et al., 2014).
It is not used as a feature for the support vector machine (SVM)
classifier but rather as a trend for qualitative comparison to the
sleep state probability trend derived from the SVM output.2.4. Feature selection and classification
The high number of features extracted from the EEG data chal-
lenges the classification algorithms by increasing training time and
reducing classification accuracy due to overfitting. The high dimen-
sionality was reduced using feature selection. The optimal feature
subset K consists of k features from the original set of 57 features
(55 EEG features, plus gestational and postmenstrual age, Table 2).
Using different subsets of the features as an input for the SVM, we
trained and optimized the classification of QS and AS epochs. The
optimization criterion to be maximized during training was the
classification accuracy, which is the ability to classify both QS
and AS epochs correctly.
Many features are known to differ between sleep states. How-
ever, an optimal classifier needs to strike a balance between min-
imizing the number of features and maximizing the classificationReferences
eta (4-8 Hz), alpha (8-13 Hz), beta(13-20 Hz)
eta (4-8 Hz), alpha (8-13 Hz), beta(13-20 Hz)
Dereymaeker et al. (2016)
n, burst percentage (after LL transform) Koolen et al. (2014a)
), LM (5th percentile), STD, IQR, skewness Navakatikyan et al. (2016);
O’Reilly et al. (2012)
Koolen et al. (2015)
2.1, 2, 1.9, 1.8)
Koolen et al. (2015)
kurtosis, 5th and 95th perc.
th_hq Ihlen (2012), Kantelhardt
et al. (2002)
O2, C3T3/C4T4, C3O1/C4O2, T3O1/T4O2 Koolen et al. (2014b)
raH_R, median IntraH_L Koolen et al. (2016)
n, MFDFA – Multifractal Detrended Fluctuation Analysis, ASI – Activation Synchrony
spheric Synchrony Right, IntraH_L – Intrahemispheric Synchrony Left.
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excessively redundant (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003). To build a good
classifier, the usefulness of the combined feature subset depends on
the performance improvement. We have opted for the forward
selection method (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003). This greedy algo-
rithm initially searches for a combination of two features which
have the best training accuracy. First, all pairwise combinations
of 57 features are tested. Next, one extra feature k is included in
the subset, for which the prediction accuracy of the classifier is
maximized. This process is iterated 56 times to obtain the best
order to include the features in the subset.
The detailed steps of the algorithm are shown in Fig. 1B. In each
test loop, all EEG recordings of one patient are excluded (leave-
one-out) to train and optimize the SVM classifier. Within the
embedded training loop, feature selection is performed with a lin-
ear SVM applying 6-fold cross validation. The use of a linear SVM in
feature selection decreases the computational requirements of
training with negligible reduction in feature selection performance
(Hsu et al., 2003). Feature selection is stopped, resulting in nk fea-
tures, by applying a stopping criterion: an increase in training
accuracy smaller than 0.2%. Once the feature selection is per-
formed, the parameters of a SVM with a radial basis function
(RBF) kernel are chosen (Bi et al., 2003; Guyon and Elisseeff,
2003). For the RBF kernel SVM, two parameters are selected (RBF
sigma r and Box_Constraint C) using a fixed grid-search with 6-
fold cross validation. In the final step, the features extracted from
the left out infant’s EEGs are used as an input for the trained RBF
SVM for performance evaluation.2.5. Classifier performance
The overall performance of the sleep state classifier is expressed
using sensitivity and specificity. The sensitivity is the ability of the
SVM to correctly classify the QS epochs, whereas the specificity is




ð1ÞTP is the number of correctly classified QS epochs and TN the num-
ber of correctly classified AS epochs. The accuracy is defined as the
number of correctly classified epochs (TP + TN) over the total num-
ber of epochs. We also used the area under the receiver operator
characteristic (AUC) to express classifiers’ performance.2.6. Effects of channel number and epoch length
Our original data included 8 channels of EEG and relatively long,
good quality data epochs. However, such recordings are not always
available in the NICU where recordings may be with a reduced
number of electrodes or interrupted by artefacts and care proce-
dures. Hence, we felt that it would be clinically useful to evaluate
the performance of sleep state classification with less recording
channels and reduced epoch length. To this end, we assessed the
performance of our classifier with 5 or 2.5-min EEG epochs
extracted from the preselected 10-min epochs. We also computed
classifier performance for a four electrode montage (Fp1, Fp2, C3
and C4), the current practice in preterm brain monitoring. Limiting
the number of recording electrodes excluded the calculation of
several spatial features, resulting in a modified feature set of 52
features.2.7. Construction of sleep state probability (SSP) trend index
We constructed a probability trend based on the SVM output
using consecutive 10-min EEG epochs with 50% overlap. The trend
indicates the likelihood of active sleep. Recently, a comparable
trend index was introduced for displaying seizure likelihood as a
display solution for an automated bedside seizure detector
(Mathieson et al., 2016). The algorithm computes the posterior
probabilities using Platt’s method (Platt, 1999). This proof of con-
cept trend was compared, qualitatively, to other trend displays of
neonatal vigilance state: (i) aEEG trend, (ii) suppression curve
(Dereymaeker et al., 2016), (iii) burst percentage curve derived
from the LL transform (Koolen et al., 2014a) and (iv) SAT% com-
puted from the NLEO transform (Palmu et al., 2010). In the latter,
active sleep is considered to be represented by a higher SAT per-
centage (Palmu et al., 2013), which is reflected in increasing dis-
continuity in the context of the suppression curve (Dereymaeker
et al., 2016).3. Results
3.1. Classification performance
A trained SVM, with a subset of the 57 features’ set, was
obtained for each patient. The classifier accuracy was found to
increase by including up to 5–8 features in the subset for all itera-
tions of the cross-validation (up to 88%; Fig. 2A). However, a clear
ceiling effect and an increasing inter-subject variability was
observed after adding 10–40 features. Indeed, an overfitting
became apparent and the classifier performance tended to deteri-
orate when more than 40 features were used.
A median of 6.6 features were included resulting in a training
accuracy of 88.44% (86.99–89.75%). Comparison of the distribution
of individual features between infants showed that seven features
were most often selected (% of infants): feature #3 relative delta 1
power (100%), feature #21 LM rEEG (100%), feature #52 bipolar ASI
C3O1-C4O2 (97%), feature #48 bipolar ASI Fp1C3-Fp2C4 (84%), fea-
ture #19 median rEEG (42%), feature #16 median IBI length (42%)
and feature #37 HI median (40%) (Fig. 2B). The discrimination of
sleep states using the two most commonly selected features is
shown in Fig. 2C. An example of the optimal feature values for
QS and AS sleep is shown in Fig. 3.
The performance of the sleep state detection method is shown
in Table 3 for 323 epochs of 67 infants. The EEG manifestation of
sleep states is known to evolve with age, with a transition between
tracé discontinue to tracé alternant at approximately 30 weeks
PMA (André et al., 2010). Hence, we assessed the classifier perfor-
mance separately for the early premature (PMA < 32 weeks) and
less premature (PMA > 32wks) infants (Fig. 2D). For patient-
s < 32 weeks PMA, the AUC was 0.834 with 95% confidence interval
of 0.774–0.896 (p < 0.001). For older infants, the AUC was slightly
higher (AUC = 0.879 with 95% confidence interval of 0.815–0.943;
p < 0.001). However, there was no statistically significant differ-
ence between the age groups (Mann–Whitney, Z = 0.718,
p = 0.472).3.2. Effects of reducing epoch length or EEG channels
Classification based on shorter EEG epochs resulted in a small
reduction in classification accuracy (Table 3). Conversely, the opti-
mal set of features was relatively unaffected (Supplementary
Material S.1, Supplementary Fig. S1). A decrease in the number of
EEG channels from 8 channels to 4 channels (Fp1, Fp2, C3 and





Fig. 2. Sleep state classifier performance. (A) Increasing the number of features in the reduced feature set induces a ceiling effect on the classifier’s training performance. (B)
Distribution of individual features used in the reduced feature set for classification. (C) Discrimination between sleep states for the primary selected features. (D) Classifiers’




Rel delta1 (%) 51.8 59.1
LM rEEG 6.9 22.5
ASI C3O1-C4O2 3.0 3.4
ASI Fp1C3-Fp2C4 4.0 3.2
HI median -2.4 -2.3
rEEG median 25.4 63.1
IBI median(s) 8.1 2.8
Fig. 3. Example of 2.5-min QS and AS epochs, with the extracted primary feature values.
Table 3
Classification performance with different epoch lengths and reduced number of EEG channels.
Epoch length Number of channels Accuracy (%) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)
10 min 8 85.14 83.10 86.74
5 min 8 84.72 80.69 87.89
2.5 min 8 82.19 79.26 84.54
10 min 4 82.97 81.69 83.98
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We finally wanted to test whether the classifier could also be
used to generate a trend display for sleep state fluctuations (i.e.
sleep wake cycling). To this end, the full EEG recording was givenas an input to the RBF SVM classifier, which calculated sleep state
probability (SSP) for every overlapping (50%) 10-min window.
Fig. 4 shows comparative examples of SSP and other trend displays
for very early and moderately preterm infants (PMA 27 and
34 weeks, respectively). These ages were selected to represent,
A   27w PMA B   34w PMA
Fig. 4. Sleep state probability (SSP) trend during multiple hours EEG recording. (A) SSP trend of a very early preterm infant (27 weeks PMA) and (B) SSP trend of a more
mature preterm infant (34 weeks PMA). The SSP trend is compared to the conventional aEEG, the suppression curve and the burst percentage (using the LL and NLEO
transform). Note how the fluctuation is hardly visible in (lower boundary of) the aEEG trend of the younger preterm infant, but it becomes more clear with the previously
published detection-based trends (Suppression curve and Burst Percentage), and very clear when using our novel SSP trend.
N. Koolen et al. / Clinical Neurophysiology 128 (2017) 1100–1108 1105respectively, the earlier developmental phase with a consistently
discontinuous EEG tracé and the later developmental phase char-
acterized by discontinuity during only quiet sleep (André et al.,
2010). As previously reported (Burdjalov et al., 2003), some fluctu-
ation can be recognized with careful inspection in both examples,
though it becomes clearer in the older age group. The SSP trend
shows a robust alternation between brain states, however, the
alternative displays only exhibit relative fluctuation of their base-
line without indication of brain state.
There is, nevertheless, a correlation between SSP and the other
trends. SSP correlates significantly with the suppression curve
(very early preterm r = 0.83, mature preterm r = 0.81), the burst
percentage curve (very early preterm r = 0.83, mature preterm
r = 0.90) and the SAT percentage curve (very early preterm
r = 0.50, mature preterm r = 0.88).
Finally, we wanted to assess the sensitivity of SSP to intermit-
tent artefacts that may fragment the EEG to shorter than the
10 min epochs used in our initial training. Hence, we assessed
the impact of window length on the quality of SSP trend. As shown
in the Supplementary Fig. S2, computing the SSP trends from
shorter windows preserved the overall structure, however, the
trend becomes expectedly noisier and would benefit from smooth-
ing prior to plotting on monitor displays.
4. Discussion
Our study shows that classification of sleep states is possible
across a wide range of PMAs using a combination of features com-
puted from the EEG. Prior studies have attempted to classify sleep
states in narrower age ranges, focusing on either preterm
(Janjarasjitt et al., 2008; Kidokoro et al., 2012; Thoresen et al.,
2010; Werth et al., 2016) or term (Paul et al., 2003; Piryatinska
et al., 2009; Scher et al., 2005b, 2005c) infants. The present work
extends prior attempts by developing a classifier that performswell across a wide range of preterm development, as well as by
providing a proof of concept for clinical implementation, a bedside
trend for visualising fluctuations in brain states.
A clear clinical strength in our current dataset is inclusion of
both healthy and medically ill patients. Our work collated data
from all recruited infants when AS and QS sleep states were iden-
tifiable, including babies with very poor EEG background. This
practical choice was done for the purpose of training the classifier
for clinical context. Future work is needed to study our classifier’s
performance specifically on different sub-populations, such as
severely abnormal EEG records. It would be advisable to include
multiple human raters to select sleep epochs. However, we would
not expect this to strongly affect the results as inter-rater agree-
ment for sleep segmentation is high (Stefanski et al., 1984;
Crowell et al., 1997).
We show that the classification of EEG epochs into two sleep
states can be as high as 85%, which compares well with inter-
rater agreement in sleep scoring of conventional polysomno-
graphic recordings (Crowell et al., 1997). Feature selection
improves the performance of the classifier. In this case, the forward
selection method shows good results, because it is optimized for
the SVM classification algorithm (Bennasar et al., 2015). However,
there is a risk of overfitting the data by including too many redun-
dant features in the feature subset. Our work suggests that a rela-
tively low number of independent features performs well. The
most distinctive features were the delta 1 power and the lower
margin of the rEEG signal, which are readily reconciled by consid-
ering the most salient elements of sleep EEG signals (André et al.,
2010).
Although the SVM based optimization is, by design, ignorant of
prior physiological knowledge, it seems that the relationship
between sleep states and EEG maturation is inherently incorpo-
rated in these features: For instance, preterm development of
EEG is characterized by a gradual increase in the amplitudes of
1106 N. Koolen et al. / Clinical Neurophysiology 128 (2017) 1100–1108intermittent quiescence (Lombroso, 1985; Olischar et al., 2004,
2007; O’Reilly et al.,2012; Selton et al., 2000; Vecchierini et al.,
2007), hence the rEEG feature (lower margin) incorporates an
age component as well. Likewise, delta 1 power has been shown
to decrease with age (Niemarkt et al., 2011; Okumura et al.,
2003; Scher et al., 1995).
A state-specific segmentation of EEG is important for most ana-
lytic approaches, because neonatal EEG activity is different
between sleep states (André et al., 2010; Koolen et al.; 2016;
Palmu et al., 2013; Tokariev et al., 2015). Our work provides a
method that can be readily incorporated into clinical as well as sci-
entific software to allow automated segmentation of EEG records.
As to epoch lengths, we observed slightly improving classifier per-
formance with epochs lengths up to 10 min. Such epoch length is
obviously much longer than the traditional 30 s epochs used in
polysomnographic sleep studies, however most computational
EEG analyses require such epochs with at least several minutes
of signal (Koolen et al., 2014b, 2016; Matic et al., 2015; Palmu
et al., 2013; Tokariev et al., 2015).
We wanted to test whether such classifier could produce a
potentially useful trend index in the long term brain monitoring.
The current clinical practice in bedside EEG monitoring is based
on assessing sleep wake cycling as a fluctuating pattern in the aEEG
trend (Hellström-Westas et al., 2006; Kuhle et al., 2001; Olischar
et al., 2004). That approach is widely adopted, but it suffers from
lack of intra- and inter-rater reliability, as well as sensitivity to
artefact contamination. Inspection of the aEEG in Fig. 4 shows
the alternation between sleep states, but it also demonstrates the
difficulty in identifying sleep states, especially in the early preterm
infant groups. As shown in Fig. 4, the baselines of already pub-
lished trends of suppression curve and the burst/SAT percentage
curves correlate with the sleep state classifier output. However,
EEG activity during QS develops into tracé alternant patterns with
less marked bursts and reliable sleep cycles cannot be visualised
with previously published straightforward methods based on burst
detection (Dereymaeker et al., 2016; Palmu et al., 2013). The
advantage of using the SVM sleep state classifier is clear; it’s ability
to track the SSP over a broad range of postmenstrual age from early
prematurity to term age.
In clinical practice, the EEG signal is commonly contaminated
by artefacts, and it would be advantageous to have methods that
are less sensitive to epoch length or the number of recording elec-
trodes. We observed that, expectedly, longer EEG epochs give bet-
ter classifier performance; however, EEG epochs as short as 2.5 or
5 min gave comparable performance for trend displays. This is clin-
ically important since it is much easier to find high quality 2.5-min
epochs than 10-min epochs. The ability to use short epochs for the
classifier is most helpful for building the SSP trend display; a high
quality SSP trend can be constructed automatically from the EEG
epochs after automated artefact removal followed by smoothing
of the trend as shown in our work. Since the standard clinical prac-
tice in brain monitoring is based on less than full array of EEG
channels, it is clinically important that our data shows minimal
decrease in classification accuracy with less than 8 EEG channels.
The classifier developed and tested in our present work paves
the way for an automated EEG analysis which holds promise for
improving brain monitoring. The artefact rejection paradigm can
also be automated and incorporated into the pipeline to improve
reliability. While the state-specific segmentation provides a pre-
processing function for other analyses, the SSP trend is already a
clinical implementable tool. Currently, this would enable the clin-
ician to identify high-risk-patients for brain malfunction at an
early state as delayed development of sleep wake cycling is corre-
lated to impaired neurodevelopmental outcome (Natalucci et al.,
2013; Klebermass et al., 2011). Recognition of early sleep states
would also improve developmental care as less interruption duringquiet sleep can be a therapeutic strategy (Ludington-Hoe et al.,
2006). The utility of a sleep state display will be determined in
prospective clinical trials and by assessing the perceived bedside
added value in the infant care.
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Section 2.3
Frequency-domain features
We computed 10 frequency features that represent the absolute
and the relative power, estimated as the ratio of the absolute
power in a specific frequency band divided by the total energy
within the whole frequency range (0.5–20 Hz). We computed
power for the following frequency ranges: delta1 (0.5–1 Hz),
delta2 (1–4 Hz), theta (4–8 Hz), alpha (8–13 Hz), beta (13–20 Hz).
Although the cortical rhythms of preterm infants are noticeably
slower than that of the adult, the use of the aforementioned bands
has utility in neonatal EEG analysis (see Tokariev et al., 2012).
Time-domain features
The novel EEG trend called range EEG (rEEG) is defined as the
maximum EEG value minus the minimum EEG value in non-
overlapping 2 s windows (Navakatikyan et al., 2016; O’Reilly
et al., 2012). In each 10-min epoch, we computed 7 features of
the rEEG transform: the mean, median, upper margin (UM), lower
margin (LM), standard deviation, interquartile range and the skew-
ness. LM and UM are the 5th and 95th percentiles of the rEEG.
In addition to direct amplitude measures, we computed a non-
linear derivation of amplitude using the line length (LL) (Koolen
et al., 2014a). We included the following 24 features:
 The QS period is characterized by tracé discontinue/alternant
pattern, which equals to longer inter-burst intervals (IBI). We
hence detected bursts using the detection algorithm as pre-
sented in Koolen et al. (2014a), based on LL, and we extracted
four features of the IBI: 95th percentile, maximum, median
and burst percentage which was computed as the relative (%)
amount of bursts in the EEG 10-min epochs (see also Palmu
et al., 2013).
 The mean of the suppression curve; representing the level of
discontinuity of the EEG signal (Dereymaeker et al., 2016).
 Histogram features; the distribution of log LLs was summarized
in a histogram index (Koolen et al., 2015). This was motivated
by our observation that QS includes a wide range of LL values,
however AS is mainly represented by large LL values. We
included 18 histogram features; the height of 10 predefined his-
togram bins and 8 statistical measurements: mean, median,
standard deviation, interquartile range, skewness, kurtosis and
the 5th and 95th percentile.
N. Koolen et al. / Clinical Neurophysiology 128 (2017) 1100–1108 1107Besides the amplitude features, multifractal detrended fluctua-
tion analysis (MFDFA; Ihlen, 2012; Kantelhardt et al., 2002) has
been shown to be useful in AS vs QS distinction). We computed 4
MFDFA features: mean Dq, width Dq, mean hq, width hq (Ihlen,
2012; Kantelhardt et al., 2002).
Synchrony features
We also included features representing the spatial connectivity
between EEG channels, derived from both monopolar and bipolar
derivations. These synchrony features are all extracted from 2.5-
min EEG epochs as it was shown to be optimal for the Activation
Synchrony Index calculation (Koolen et al., 2014b, 2016), and sub-
sequently averaged across the 10-min epochs. We selected the fol-
lowing 10 synchrony features:
 Global synchrony (GS): the average of 28 pairwise monopolar
channel combinations to characterize global connectivity.
 Interhemispheric synchrony (IHS): the average of symmetric
monopolar channel combinations between hemispheres.
 Intrahemispheric synchrony Left and Right: the average of the 6
ASI values obtained by the 6 channel monopolar combinations
in each hemisphere.
 Interhemispheric synchrony from symmetric bipolar deriva-
tions; Fp1C3/Fp2C4, Fp1T3/Fp2T4, Fp1O1/Fp2O2, C3T3/C4T4, C3O1/
C4O2, T3O1/T4O2. When using 4 EEG channels for sleep state
classification, the only bipolar derivation used is Fp1C3/Fp2C4.
Appendix B. Supplementary material
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.clinph.2017.02.
025.
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